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DXVA Checker DXVA Checker DXVA Checker DVADecoderDetected DXVA Checker –
Overview DVADecoderDetected DXVA Checker is an application that was designed to be

able to check the details of your computer’s GPU. DirectShow and Media Foundation
codecs DXVA Checker is able to detect all DirectShow and Media Foundation codecs

(DirectX and Windows), as well as the audio and video filter graphs, and it can show and
search for the decoder and processor devices in a video capture card. Trace logs and

snapshot The DXVA Checker also comes with a trace log and snapshot feature. It is able to
set the tracking events to follow: Tracks frames rendered Tracks frames written to disk

Tracks frames read from disk Tracks render time Tracks number of samples Tracks number
of tiles used Tracks number of frames being decoded Tracks number of frames being read

from disk Tracks number of frames being rendered Tracks number of video filters used
Tracks number of video layers in graph Tracks number of audio layers in graph Tracks
number of audio filters used Tracks number of video filters used Tracks frames being

rendered in viewfinder mode Tracks frame rate Tracks display mode Tracks frame size
Tracks number of video layers in graph Tracks number of video filters in graph Tracks

number of video layers in graph Tracks number of video filters in graph Tracks number of
frames being decoded Tracks number of audio filters used Tracks number of audio layers in

graph Tracks number of audio filters used Tracks frame rate Tracks display mode Tracks
frame size Tracks number of frames being written to disk Tracks number of tiles used

Tracks number of frames being read from disk Tracks number of frames being decoded
Tracks number of audio filters used Tracks number of audio layers in graph Tracks number
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Validate DXVA services on any video files and extract information for later reference. View
detailed information about DXVA codecs, filters and devices, and update or get latest
versions of drivers and modules. Check for partial text strings or strings in audio files. You
can easily identify the type of audio files by its content. Find all video and audio codecs,
filters and devices. DirectShow filter descriptions help you identify any type of codec.
Validate registry settings with the help of fix it utility. It automatically searches registry key,
maintains folder structure and easily updates options. It is possible to validate and extract all
DXVA information. You will get detailed information about DXVA devices, codecs, filters,
and profile. A special module is used to check if you do not have any DXVA devices. It
provides a detailed list of working encoder and decoder devices and filters, and it also warns
if they are not working properly. Integrate the software with Windows Explorer, and run it
as a command line interface. Export the obtained information to a text file. The program can
operate on Win98/2000/XP/Vista/7. It opens a snapshot file in order to replay a past screen
and enable you to easily capture the screen. It is possible to choose whether to check in real-
time, single-thread or multi-thread mode. Download and install DXVA Checker. Run the
software and click on the Record button, go to the DXVA tab and click on Start. Important
Note Checking and recording video and audio formats is capable of causing a crash or
freeze up on the PC. The situation will depend on the media format. Create a snapshot if
you want to replay the screen later. Click on Record and go to the DXVA tab to start. The
program shows all types of encoder and decoder devices supported by your PC. After a few
seconds, the device will be activated and the details of the codec will be displayed. Use the
“Zoom in” button to check more details about a particular codec. Click on the Search button
and start searching for the codec. Use the Filters tab to check filter status. Click on the icon
near the codec and start searching for the filter. DXVA Checker Windows Reviews

What's New in the?

DXVA Checker is a software application that was designed specifically to aid people in
viewing detailed information about their computer’s GPU. Intuitive interface The
installation process runs quite smooth, and the graphical UI you come across is quite clean.
It comprises a few tabs which enable a quick access to all available options, as well as a few
buttons and panes. Although Help contents are not included, all types of users can easily
learn how to handle DXVA Checker. View trace logs This utility enables you to view
information on the decoder and processor devices in dedicated panes, while it also displays
trace logs. The tracing process can be started, stopped and refreshed with just a click of the
button, and lets you choose the events you want to follow. View information about detected
codecs and save snapshots It is possible to detect and bring up a list of all DirectShow and
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Media Foundation codecs on your PC, view details pertaining to each of them such as
attribute, merit, file name, product and company. Moreover, you can easily register these
items, reregister or unregister them. Last but not least, you should know it is possible to take
screenshots of the program and save them as PNGs to the hard drive, as well as recheck your
computer. Keyboard shortcuts are available, yet you should know they cannot be
customized. A last evaluation The amount of resources required is quite low at all times and
therefore, does not put a strain on the computer’s performance. The response time is good
and the interface is friendly to all users. DXVA Checker Key Features: 0 comments Register
Login Forgot your password? Your password has been sent to: By submitting you agree to
receive email from TechTarget and its partners. If you reside outside of the United States,
you consent to having your personal data transferred to and processed in the United States.
Privacy the material is too hot to touch. I'm not so sure about spending a fortune on a air/gas
compression setup for 400g rather than 1kg+! To me, the benefit is more about having the
highest stage pressure possible, and then maybe doing a little over-pressurizing on top. 1
meter is too long when you are doing this. A local guy sold me a small 0.3m low-silent chest
compressor setup. I have the perfect car for it, a modified 1989 BMW M
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System Requirements:

Be sure to check out the Gamepedia application: Are you tired of not being able to beat the
Golden Egg on Hard mode? I understand you want the world to be fair and you don't want
unfair methods of gaining characters in the game, but trust me when I say that this is exactly
the case! Don't take my word for it, check out the videos below. The first video below is the
topic of the game. If you don't know what it is, the main character
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